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The Critical Interval EN RE ONE VO 

There has long been a need in the industrial world for 
low-cost, high-performance permanent magnets. Recent 
discoveries at the General Motors Research Laboratories 
show promise of meeting this challenge by the application 
of new preparation techniques to new materials. 

aa | WO properties characterize tive materials candidates are alloys Coercivity Variation desirable permanent mag- composed of iron and the abundant 
. nets: large coercivity (magnetic light rare earths (lanthanum, 

hardness or resistance to demag- cerium, praseodymium, neodym- 
_ netization) and high remanence — ium). Investigations conducted by 
= (magnetic strength). Higher-per- Drs. John Croat and Jan Herbst at 
= formance magnets are required to the General Motors Research 
Si reduce further the size and weight — Laboratories have led to the dis- 
5 of a wide variety of electrical covery of a method for magneti- 
= devices, including d.c. motors. — cally hardening these alloys. By 
S Such magnets are available, but means of a rapid-quench tech- 

the cost of the materials necessary nique, the researchers have 
to produce them severely limits achieved coercivities in Pr-Fe and 

a i ih i i their use. The research challenge  Nd-Fe that are the largest ever 
DISC SURFACE VELOCITY (m/s) is to select, synthesize, and mag- reported for any rare earth-iron 

s : netically harden economically — material. 
IT foal ttedieca function of attractive materials of comparable Drs. Croat and Herbst 
a_i, selected praseodymium-iron and Colorenhanced transmission electron micrograph PRONINEHe 2 a cen nS nee, oe {if Hicll Spit Nd, Feqghabiniie 75 ROE coercivity rominent among alterna- neodymium-iron based upon fun 

damental considerations which 
; . . indicate that these alloys would 

ak a... exhibit properties conducive to 
wil i permanent magnet development. 

o's os These properties include ferro- 
ig a2 x — ‘ magnetic alignment of the rare 

i i ~ rm ee a earth and iron magnetic moments, 
we 7 ™ ile, a . which would foster high reman- 

s es om k em, “mee ence, and significant magnetic | 
eel is. SR] anisotropy, a crucial prerequisite ad Ree ay Dy. 2G prered Si * ame, ee 7 “Qed for large coercivity. ; 

on nic Be a ~ S | Phat these materials do not 
‘ \ a a * Ww. ) form suitable crystalline com- 

a be ; ee pounds, an essential requirement 
ea DY! « for magnetic hardening by tradi- 

- i boon. > Es tional methods, presents a major 
: : ie. — SS 4 ‘ obstacle. Drs. Croat and Herbst 

4 th ° sen in ree MR “* > hypothesized that a metastable 
» eee St ee phase having the necessary prop- 

di es “t er : “i Di # perties could be formed by cooling 
" ae i : wey £ “ ‘ a molten alloy at a sufficiently 

. 7 . 4 .



rapid rate. They tested this idea by — and encouraging step.” savs Dr. THE -_ 7 
means of the melt-spinning tech- Herbst, “but practical application + | OM 
nique, in which a molten alloy is of these materials requires MEN ' 2 
directed onto a cold, rotating disc. improvement of the remanence. BEHIND u 7 pom 
The cooling rate, which can be — Greater knowledge of the physics THE “sf | 4 
varied by changing the surface — governing both properties is the WORK wa or (i 
velocity of the disc. can easily key to meeting the commercial Ls) a ae 
approach 100,000°C per second. — need for permanent magnets.” Drs. Croat and Le | : 
The alloy emerges in the form of a Herbst are Staff [Wp x 
ribbon. Research Scien- C 

tists in the Phys- eM 
ics Department vo 

HE researchers found that at the General Motors Research 
variations of the cooling rate Laboratories. 

can dramatically affect the mag- Dr. Croat (right) received his 
netic properties of the solidified Ph.D. in metallurgy from Towa 
alloys. In particular, appreciable State University. His research 
coercivity is achieved within a nar- interests include the magnetic, 
row interval of quench rate. magneto-elastic and catalytic prop- 

Equally remarkable, synthe- erties of pure rare earth metals and 
sis and magnetic hardening, two their alloys and compounds. 
steps in conventional processing. Dr. Herbst (left) received his 
can be achieved simultaneously. Ph.D. in physics from Cornell Uni- 

“X-ray analysis and electron versity. In addition to the magne- 
microscopy of the high coercivity tism of rare earth materials, his 
alloys reveal an unexpected mixed research interests include the 
microstructure,” states Dr. Croat. theory of photo-emission and the 
“We observe clongated amorphous physics of fluctuating valence 
regions interspersed with a crys- compounds. 
talline rare earth-iron compound.” Dr. Croat joined General 

Understanding the relation- Motors in 1972: Dr. Herbst, in 1977. 
ship between the coercivity and 
the microstructure is essential. 
The two scientists are now study- 
ing the extent to which the coerci- 
vity is controlled by the shape and __ 
composition of the amorphous and 
crystalline structures. 

“The development of sig- General Motors 
nificant coercivity is an Important 

. The future of transportation is here



Wh he Ri i en the River Shifts ... 
a 

by Eric Loucks 

Eric Loucks is a Civil Engineering Was washed out, so to Speak. At Vicks- natural conditions. A small channel cross- 
graduate student from Madison, Wis- >urg, Mississippi the river rose fifty feet section and a series of swamps and log 
cousin. In his study of water resources above its normal stage, often swellingto jams created enough hydraulic resist- 
planning, he often encounters problems @Width of five miles. Hundreds of miles ance to keep most of the flow on its pres- 
where the planning decisions seem to be of levee were breached and thousands _ ent course. . Coo. 
leading to disaster rather thana solution lost their homes. . The process leading to the Mississippi 
to the problem. The government reacted with the shift began in 1831 when the Turnbull 

Flood Control Act of 1928, a bill that Bend Cutoff was completed. Usually 
presumably would allow the problem to when a cutoff is excavated, the ends of 
be attacked in a scientific manner. It the old meander silt up in a few years 

When the river shifts, 250 milesofthe also allocated the financial resources for leaving an oxbow lake in the old chan- 
mighty Mississippi will become a quiet the most ambitious civil works project _ nel. In addition to the out flowing Atcha- 
tidal estuary. A new source of fresh undertaken by any nation: Flood Mit- falaya, the Red River joined the channel 
water will be needed toserveoveramil-  igation on the Mississippi River. in the bend, so flow persisted in the old 
lion people. As the water rages down its The engineers were so naive prior to channel. The situation was unstable for 
new channel for the first time, eight 1927 because the potential flooding prob- a long time. At first the Red River fol- 
highway bridges and a series of natural lem had been escalating through the lowed the north leg of Turnbull Bend to 
gas pipelines will be destroyed. The yearsasaresult of human intervention. the Mississippi, while the south leg also 
bridges will cost more than $1 billion to The extensive levee system and count- reversed direction to supply the Atcha- 
replace. The pipelines serve 28 states less cutoffs (of meander loops) north of falaya. The Atchafalaya Channel was 
from Wisconsin to Connecticut; New Louisiana enabled flood flows to pass cleared and improved steadily between 

York and Pennsylvania will be hardest upstream areas rapidly, butthey robbed 1840 and 1880. During this time the 
hit. Three hundred eighty million dol- the river of natural storage areas. The north leg of Turnbull Bend slowly silted 
lars worth of land will disappear be- narrower floodplainand straighter chan- shut, forcing the Red River to its present 
neath the muddy flow of the new nel had less ability to attenuate flood course. The link between the Mississippi 
Mississippi. peaks. As a result, floods occured near and the Red-Atchafalaya Junction was 

When will the river change itscourse? the mouth of the river with a ferocity renamed Old River. 
It might happen this spring; it might entirely contrary to the historical Once this configuration was in place, 

be twenty years. Congress has autho- record. the Atchafalaya Channel began to en- 
rized $216 million to delay the course The logical solution was to create a_ large. In response to the fear that the 
change, but it will definitely occur, diversion at the head of the Atchafalaya Mississippi was in danger of capture, a 
according toanumber of civilengineers Basin. The Atchafalaya River isthenor- sill dam was built at the head of the 
at Louisiana State University. They thernmost distributary of the Missis- Atchafalaya in 1889. Though the dam 
can’t say when it will happen, but they _ sippi. During floods, it would be possible controlled the flow, the channel con- 
can explain why it will happen. to divert huge quantities of water into tinued to enlarge because downstream 

It is awesome to try to count the the Atchafalaya Basin, which was most- levee improvements increased water 
number of times the Mississippi River ly undeveloped swamp, and protect heav- levels making more energy available for 
has been altered by engineering pro- _ ily settled areas along the last 300 miles erosion. 
jects intending to control the river for of the Mississippi. But some people The plan developed after the 1927 
the benefit of society. It is likewise diffi- feared that construction of the floodway flood called for the removal of these 
cult to comprehend the river’s ability to would enable the Atchafalaya Basin to dams so the Atchafalaya could be used 
resist containment. Early in this cen- capture the major portion of the Missis- to the fullest extent possible. Additional 
tury, engineers generally agreed that sippi flow. Their fears are nowareality. improvements included the construc- 
the system of levees, constructed over The cause is rather obvious today and _ tion of overbank guide levees that pro- 
the previous 200 years, offered adequate should have been foreseen, though the vided a three to five mile wide floodway 
flood protection to inhabitants of the Mississippi River Commission was act- on the Atchafalaya. The outlet to the 
Lower Mississippi Floodplain. Sure, ing in desperation at the time. The Gulf of Mexico was also improved. This 
there would be occasional overtoppings Atchafalaya River offers a route to the improvement actually entailed the con- 
and other failures, but these were consi- Gulf of Mexico that is only halfaslongas struction of two outlet channels since the 
dered indicators of where to build the the Mississippi’s course. A small per- Atchafalaya had no natural mainstem 
levees taller and stronger. Then, in May centage of the Mississippi River dis- outlet. All this work was completed in 
of 1927, this approach to flood control charge followed the Atchafalaya under 1941. 
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From this point on there was no turn- In May, 1973 the peak flow just above __ lower flow through the years. The con- 
ing back. The uncontrolled diversion the Old River control structures was  stantly changing complexion of the chan- 
through Old River was undependable about 1.6 million cubic feet per second _ nel had always made it difficult to con- 
for two reasons. It required a greatdeal (cfs). According to the 30% design, clude that the channel bed was rising. 
of maintenance, and it passed an unpre- 480,000 cfs should have been diverted Making replicate cross-section measure- 
dictable amount of flow. The flood of down the Atchafalaya Basin. Theactual ments is practically impossible over a 
1955 almost resulted inacoursechange. peak flow was 781,000 cfs. Once again _ period of years because surveyors would 
In 1962 the Old River was closed offand the rivers had taken the situation out of return to a location and find a com- 
a new controlled diversion was com- human hands. pletely changed channel orientation. 
pleted a few miles upstream. This diver- There was more disconcerting data. Many measurements during the flood of 
sion structure was designed to send 30% Despite diversions at Old River, Mor- 1973, which persisted a phenomenally 
of the Mississippi flow down the Atcha- ganza, and Bonnet Carre spill ways, the long 90 days, provided unmistakable 
falaya. This system successfully miti- stage at New Orleans was just 2.5 feet evidence that the Mississippi Channel 
gated the flood of 1965, but it nearly below the all time record (set in 1922). was losing capacity as well as flow. 
failed in 1973 when the third largest The channel of the Mississippi below Now, a decision must be made con- 
flood of this century occurred. Old River had been adjusting to the cerning the problem which faces, not 

only Louisiana, but the entire country 

since any action would need federal 
funding. Adequate flood protection isn’t 
being provided, and the Mississippi 

seneae could change course during any spring 
to thaw. The U.S. Army Corps of Engi- 

neers proposes to further improve the 
Atchafalaya Channel to bring it up toa 
design flow of 1,000,000 cfs. In fact the 
Corps has 10 flood control alternatives 
being studied now. Granted, flood pro- 

é tection is priority for the region, but a 
, course change next spring could cause 
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Engineering 
$4 billion dollars worth of damage. The the course change by raising critical 
flood of 1973 wrought $2.2 billion in levees and improving the diversion 

damage (in 1980 dollars). works. This might postpone the inevit- 
The most economical course of action able by 20 years, but it might buy us 

would probably be to prepare southeast nothing. Once the river shifts, anything 
Louisiana for a course change. Instead, the Corps has built to control Missis- 
on the Corps’ recommendation, Congress sippi floods or prevent the shift will : 
has appropriated $216 million to delay become worthless. YOU MEAN KINKOS 
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1 When you start designing as a 
T e ] eas profession, you'll find the transformation 

of an idea into a functioning assembly or 
finished product requires lots of help... 

you eve op provided by good reliable components, 
and by good people, too. 

now At TRW, we can supply a great many of 
the resources you'll eventually need. 
TRW’'s Electronic Components Group 

are onl produces over 300 product lines to help 
make your designs into realities—from 

a . basic resistors, capacitors and inductors 
the be innin to state-of-the-art semi-conductors, 

=" #® motors, optoelectronic devices, 
fiber optic connectors and LSI circuits. 

But more than products, TRW consists of 
hardworking, helpful people who will be 
ready to assist you in fulfilling your ideas. 
And one day, your ideas may even take 
shape at TRW, should you become a 
member of the TRW team. 

For more information contact: 

TRW crectronic COMPONENTS GROUP 
DIVISIONS OF TRW INC. 

5725 East River Road « Chicago, Illinois 60631 
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The D T l of Chicago 
by Joan Heitkemper / — 

As editor-in-chief of W.E., anda Civil r ——_ dl 

Engineering senior, Joan feels engineer- je 9. - ‘ ia. i i * 4 3 3 
ing students should be aware of relevant =~ .—, A. ere § — — 

issues outside the college campus. The (a. QT aa) : ee 
Deep Tunnel Project of Chicago has been, Be = bo “ oF / 

and will continue to be a controversial ye / eo eg 
issue for years to come. This article gives 4 a , = a 

the background and major features of the (om! i — -. = oe 

project. 7 ' 2 * ao A — 

ig: 2 eae é ‘ ; . He 1. - — 2. ks Ae Major engineering feats do not just — 4 Fi , _ tsi‘ —_ Y [; 
appear out of the blue to solve big prob- === 5) 4 4 (eee ks : 
lems in big ways. There is often along, = = 734} : 7 ee fe — oS, 
complicated history teen we reptol a] Hl 4 > Ff ae VE eam Se 
lem and its ultimate solution. Chicago’s © 7% ie Ay — A oii ; “pe _ 
Deep Tunnel Plan, also called ‘Panel = ial 2 a P al ~ =,  _ . —— and Reservoir Plan(TARP), isone such URSA SN ook eg tS cee eS, calla 
vast engineering undertaking. From : a Oe ae ae s 
the time of conception to the completion es ~ i dame lead —— da ae ais 

of the entire system almost four decades — Oa ae , _ ee 
will have passed, and at least 1,000 peo- | nO a ee: oan, PO li nad een _ 
ple will have participated in the plan- ao eee _ sf - Rae ee — 
ning and designof TARP. Thisstory isa “80 6 8 nV ce 6 ae 
description of TARP, its history, design, In the 1860's, an attempt to reduce the high death rate caused by water borne 
and future objectives. Using the TARP diseases resulted in construction of a water intake tunnel and this intake crib two 
case as an example, you can see that to py ites out in Lake Michigan. (Courtesy of the Chicago Historical Society and the find a problem, you must understand Harza Engineering Company.) 
the problem’s raison d'etre, observe the 

problem from all angles, andremember flooded the city. Contaminated runoff In the 1930's, treatment plants were 
the human element. and sewage was carried as far as the incorporated to reduce the daily dry- 

Contrary to popular belief, water pol- intake and beyond. People were drink- weather loadings of biological oxygen 
lution has not been a concern limited to ing their own pollution, and, as a result, demand and suspended solids to the 
recent generations. When Chicago was epidemics of cholera, typhoid, and dys- canal and river system. Wet weather 
first settled in the 1830's, the area wasa__ entery wiped out 12% of the population flow was still adequately provided for 
swamp. In fact, the Indian name, she- (90,000 people died). by the waterways. As the population 
kag-ong (Ojibway Indian, “wild onion In response to this tragedy, the Met- steadily grew, the sewer system ex- 
place”) originated from odors accom-  ropolitan Sanitary District (MSD) was panded accordingly. Discharges to the 
panying the swamp. The topography of created in 1889. The purposes of MSD canal system also increased in rate and 
the area was, and is, extremely flat. were: 1) protect Lake Michigan water volume until there was little allowance 
Because of the resultantsmall hydraulic supply of the Chicago area from water left for wet weather flow. At times of 
gradient, drainage and control of pollu- pollution, 2) collect and dispose of heavy rainfall, water elevation rose and 
tion was a problem even then. human and industrial wastes, and 3) the overflow relief outlets were sub- 

As the settlement grew into a city, it control storm runoff, Construction of merged. This resulted in flooding of 
depended on the small and sluggish three canals in 1900, 1910, and 1922 led basements, streets connected to sur- 
Chicago River, which fed into Lake to the reversal of the flow of the Chicago charged sewers, and other low points in 
Michigan, for drainage. The water River. Thus, drainage of the Chicago _ the city. 
supply intake had always been directly area to its own water supply source Water quality of the Chicago area 
from Lake Michigan. In the 1860’s the (Lake Michigan) was eliminated and streams now fall below present day 
intake was moved two miles out from area streams were used to help in dilu- standards. Three major factors contrib- 
the shore due to periodic cholera epi- tion of wastes. ute to this condition: 
demics. The city then felt safe and con- Early sewer systems were “combined 1. The system must handle an enor- 
tinued its rapid growth. Tragedy oc- sewers” in that both stormwater runoff mous population. MSD service area con- 
curred in 1885 when a six inch rainfall and raw wastes flowed inasinglesewer. tains 5.5 million people in an 860 sq. 
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mile area (including Chicago and 117 that would overflow to waterways oth- of tunnel (total system) which ranges 

adjacent communities). Industrial erwise; and releasing stored waters ata from 18 to 36 feet in diameter. Tunnel 

waste load adds an equivalent popula- reduced rate in order to treat all waters boring machines, up to 36 ft. in diame- 
tion of 4.5 million for a grand total of 10 released to the waterways. The project _ ter, will mole the tunnels out of the bed- 

million equivalent population the sys- will serve a 375 sq. mile area which — rock and are infinitely more cost-effec- 

tem must handle. presently discharges overflows to area tive than drill-and-blast techniques for 
2. The combined sewers described streams. Run-off as little as 0.01 inch a project of this size. An underground 

previously serve a 360 sq. mile area of _ per hour has caused spills to occur; this | pumping station located at the south- 

vee service area. ee dry yeatirer happens approximately 100 times a west end of the Mainstream system will 
all waste water in the system flows to year. pump water from the tunnels to be de- 

treatment facilities. Area streams re- Two phases are involved in the con- watered and purified at the West-South- 

ceive discharge of treated water. Dur- _ struction of this massive project. west Sewage Treatment Works. Sepa- 

ing wet weather, however, excess com- | \ . rate pumping stations will perform the 

bined flows are discharged to these Phase I Components same task for the other two systems. 
streams directly, without treatment. Three separate tunnel-reservoir sys- 

3. The great increase in impervious tems will serve the project area, the Phase II Components 
areas like pavements and rooftops in- largest being the Mainstream System. 

crease the rate and amount of runoff The depth of the Mainstream Tunnels To increase flood storage capacity, 
during any given storm. Temporary will range from 180 feet atthe northend aerated storage reservoirs will be added 

storage areas occurred locally in base- to 300 feet at the south end. A minimum _ to each of the three tunnel systems. The 

ments, streets and underpasses. Since of 100 feet of bedrock will be maintained Mainstream Reservoir will be the larg- 
this water was polluted, a health hazard over tunnel crowns. Two hundred fifty- est, 1 mile long by 1/3 mile wide by 300 
was created, as wellas causing property two drop shafts, from 4 to 17 feet in feet deep (or over 200 football fields in 

damage. diameter, will intercept combined sew- area and one football field in depth). 

A procedure called backflow allows ers at existing overflow outlets. These These reservoirs will be made by deep- 
mee between Lake Mein 90 HF will discharge the water into 131 miles ening existing rock quarries and will 

and waterways to be opened when 
flooding is imminent. The MSD insti- oo s 

tuted this procedure in 1957 asa positive [CO0K NE COUNTY 
short term solution to flooding. As Chi- | Oo Gs < 
cago grew, discharges to Lake Michigan | i ig ye 

became more frequent. Negative im- I _ din : B ” 

pacts include closing of shoreline mand pe OD S 6 
beaches (usually in sweltering heat of { 1% E" upper ves PLAINES\*S a “ ia 

summer) because of dangerously high | if O'HARE SYSTEM 8 | Z 

bacterial counts and collection of un- feevsssseceeetB be) of, oss. 
sightly and disgusting floating matter MSOGC PRS = 

along the shore. Ne ee, t a ai 

In 1968, the MSD appointed a Techni- LOWER DES PLAINES SYSTEM Scere 
cal Advisory Committee to study alter- \ MAINSTREAM ¢ 8 ° 
native solutions to the combined prob- 1S “ SYSTEM Ye, = 

lems of water pollution and flood con- vemmom TUNNEL UNDER CONSTRUCTION 1g PP ---, § we a 

trol. Twenty-three alternatives were SET TUMIEE 2 ‘Al ed 
matched against regulations of Public ! a j . ° 

Law 92-500 (water quality standards) momen PHASE TT TUNNEL ' ~~? “i ot os 
s see ! | FJ oe? me 

and cost effectiveness. TARP was the EXISTING TUNNEL i g | sees 
P ad e STORAGE RESERVOIR | eer” 8 g. 

oniy proposal which could meet the ' ree 

needed qualifications. In 1972 a project a SENAGE. TREATMENT WORKS 1 Mer. --! 

similar to the proposed TARP, the Law- PUMP: STATION le A - Q 

rence Avenue Sewer Tunnel, was com- means TELTY’ BOUNDARY ig = 

pleted and was an important basis for COMBINED SEWER AREA a 

acceptance of the TARP proposal. The << <a 

Lawrence Avenue was like a miniature we oF vr 

TARP with many of the same major oo CAl-Sag x : Roo | 

components. More than 10 years of in- <> ZL . Wye, Pea Ba | 

vestigation, research and planning were NORTH of *' : onny te 

involved before construction of TARP af" +t | 
: ={{> CALUMET SYSTEM 

could begin. a|/& | | 

The general principle of the system is of} = 1 CoE & | 

a combination of Chicago’s present SUS ! wo , 

underflow concept (recalling the small 1_G00K ets | 

hydraulic gradient in the Chicago area) \ tLe \ 
and the MSD’s underground storage | 4 “a MS ! 
concept. It involves improving outlets rk, ye ‘2 | 

for existing and proposed sewers and ! Lge? count ik 

interceptors; intercepting, conveying, ban---- Sef 

and storing combined sewer overflows Typ three tunnel-reservoir systems of Chicago's Deep Tunnel Plan. (Courtesy of 

Harza Engineering Company.) 
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“Pollution” by Clear Water: Pollution” by Clear Water: 
The Problem with Milwaukee’s 

a 

by Bonnie Buhrow connected roof leaders, downspouts,and ing interceptor sewer service. An inter- 
Bonnie Buhrow is a senior in Indus- sump pumps could go a long way in ceptor collects flows from smaller sew- 

nal Brpineering and has OBA deivee abating clear water caused pollution. ers and transports them to the treat- 

in English She 4s a member of the nro. The other part of the pollution prob- ment plant, easing the burden on the 
adietion staff ag well as Garter Top the lem involves the design of the sewer sys- main sewer lines. The MMSD recom- 
Wisconsin Engineer . * tem itself. Older sections of Milwaukee mends the enlargement of 23 miles of 

Oe DEEN. o (about 27 square miles) are served by existing interceptor sewers and the con- 
combined sewers which carry both struction of new interceptor systems in 

Several years ago, Illinois sued Mil- wastewater and storm and snow runoff. at least three areas of the city. This 
waukee in the United States District Although this design was once a big increase in conveyance capacity will 

Court in Illinois, charging that untreat- improvement on outhouses in the back- also necessitate increasing the treat- 
ed sewage from Milwaukee’s sewer sys- yard, it is no longer acceptable because ment plant capacities. Presently, the 

tem was polluting Lake Michigan and thesystemcan’thandlethevolumewhen Jones treatment plant handles about 

endangering the health of Illinois resi- the weather is very wet. About 50 times 200 million gallons per day at its opera- 

dents. The court ruled in July, 1977, that a year, the volume of effluent becomes _ tional peak; the South Shore treatment 
the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage too large for the Jones treatment plant plant handles about 80 million gallons 

District(MMSD) had toeliminatesewer in Milwaukee to handle; the excess per day. It is estimated that this com- 
overflows and meet wastewater treat- wastewater, suntreated, spills into the bined capacity will have to be increased 

ment standards six times more string- Milwaukee River and eventually reach- toa peak flow of approximately 550 mil- 

ent than federal standards. The latter es Lake Michigan. The MMSD has de- _ lion gallons per day. 
ruling was overturned, and the rest of cided to solve this problem by separat- The solution to Milwaukee’s clear 
the decision is being appealed to the ing the combined sewers. This separa- water pollution problem is not going to 
Supreme Court. But a pollution prob- tion involves installing a new sanitary be cheap. Clear water related costs 

lem does exist, and the MMSD has been sewer system to handle wastewater account for about $1.2 billion of the 
studying solutions to meet the court alone, leaving the transport of clear Water Pollution Abatement Program’s 

order and improve water quality. water runoff to the existing sewers. total estimated cost of $1.65 billion. But 

A major part of Milwaukee’s water ‘The areas of Milwaukee not served by _ the costs of not implementing the plan 
pollution problem is caused, ironically, combined sewers (about 397 square — limited growth for Milwaukee, pollu- 
by clear water, water which could nor- miles) are served by separated sewers. tion — related health problems, the 
mally be discharged into Lake Michi- This part of the sewer system can im- deterioration of Lake Michigan — will 
gan without treatment. Clear water is prove handling of clear water byincreas- inevitably prove to be greater. 0 

produced by rainfall, melting snow, and . 
over-watered lawns. It enters the sewer - CA | | ~~» tm 
system by infiltration through leaky é oN ~ ie - U, ~ sou . 
sewer pipe joints and faulty lateral and *iiigsgecti ww a GY 4oTmN~ 
main sewer line connections. It also gets “s as @ y . 
in the sewer systems by inflow through } 2 wl YY . 

direct connections when the weather is fi ea iN | le \ 
excessively wet. All this additional 1S, C De @ —— : 
water overloads the system, which backs " fp AY ‘a. \’ L» —e) er 
up and overflows into waterways such oe * ed i. \— \ 
as the Milwaukee River. Untreated i ‘ S sm 
wastewater enters Lake Michigan via ° ( : | {e OUND? [a Jt J} 
these waterways, causing pollution and z ; = = 

health problems. Nee on “ => 
In its Master Facilities Plan of : 3 <M od . C 

March, 1980, the MMSD estimates that K J & 
about half of the excess clear water . : oy, { @ s y 
problem could be remedied by rehabili- cd 9 S° < ¥ 
tation of existing sewers, some of which a “ fry NOY 
are as much as 100 years old and have “ Is Fs 

deteriorated considerably. In other parts Sl 4 } . 
of Milwaukee, correcting improperly Wr ye - rhe . 
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The Space Shuttle orbiter and in everything from supersonic aircraft reimbursement for advanced studies. 
main engines. and million-mile truck axles to We'll soon be on campus (and 

Valves for the largest gas sophisticated offset printing presses campuses all over America) to recruit 
transmission project in North and avionics for the next generation engineering graduates for hundreds of 
America. of jetliners. positions we have available. We're 

Axles for half of America’s That’s American know-how at its looking for Electrical, Mechanical, 
heavy-duty truck fleet. best. And to keep it growing, we Industrial, Aerospace, Civil and 

Digital color weather radar. need America’s best engineers and Chemical Engineers, plus Computer 
The list goes on and on. And scientists... capable of developing, Science, Physics and Chemistry 

behind every one of these advanced —_ applying and innovatively managing _ graduates. 
technology projects: technology for many of the world’s Check your Campus Placement 

American know-how at Rockwell — unprecedented challenges. Office for details. 
International. And that means unprecedented Then arrange for an interview 

We've made it our policy to work opportunities for you. with the Rockwell recruiter on your 
at the leading edge of technology. In We provide everything you'd campus. 
our four main business areas — expect from a leading American know-how is alive and 

Aerospace, Electronics (Commercial high-technology company: a package —_well at Rockwell International. 
and Defense), Automotive, General __ of benefits including in-house And youcan help us keep it that way. 
Industries — we create technologies education as well as tuition 
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i a 
a The Clean Air Act 

a 

The Environment vs. The Economy 
eee ener oro rnb enn nom eipip preter vere: Tine 

by David Eiche EPA may take into account cost and 
i feasibility in setting compliance sche- 

= 3 oe dules. Thus, a company (or an entire 
ee i inding it dif- _ Da vid Biche isa freshman in Mechan- ld Tle ee eee 

teal Bugineering and a recent addition a be given more time to find a solution. to the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer. — The NAAQS are controversial since 

i they are based upon imprecise scientific 
data. EPA is required by law to set 
standards which ensure an “adequate 

Ata time when regulation in general : margin of safety.” This is difficult since 
is becoming increasingly unpopular, — aN the effects of low concentrations of pol- Congress is reconsidering the single ae” lutants are ambiguous. Industry is par- 
most important piece of environmental ae ticularly concerned about EPA’s inter- 
legislation -- the Clean Air Act. Passed cae pretation of data and the resulting stan- 
in 1970 to alleviate air pollution, the act S at dards, which it often sees as unjustifiable 
has had a profound effect upon Ameri- : and expensive. Enviornmental groups, 
can industry. Billions of dollars have : y on the other hand, are concerned that 
been spent on pollution control, and the any relaxation of standards could cause 
quality of the nation’s air has improved. significant damage, since science can- 
In the meantime, the industries most not determine the threshold level at 
affected by the Clean Air Act have wea- — which pollution becomes dangerous. 
kened due to energy crises, changing : Perhaps the most controversial sec- consumer demands, and government : tion of the Clean Air Act is the Preven- 
regulations. Congress must now struc- tion of Significant Deterioration (PSD) 
ture the act to protect the environment agg b] program. PSD is intended to protect 
without further weakening the ailing == &@ sas areas of the nation with better air qual- 
industrial sector of the economy. eo y ity than that mandated by federal stan- 

Congress’ task can best be appreciated poe dards. Under the program, no new pol- 
through a brief study of the Clean Air lution sources (e.g., factories) may be Act itself. The legislation is divided into 7 oe created in a PSD area until a one-year 
sections, each dealing with a different | | air quality test of the region is com- 
air pollution problem. The most impor- 7 oe : pleted. If the air quality is satisfactory, 
tant section authorizes the Environ- a] pe : the factory may be built, and the EPA 
mental Protection Agency (EPA) toim- gam will order the company to install certain plement National Ambient Air Quality types of pollution controls. 
Standards (NAAQS) in order to protect The PSD program is confusing be- 
“public health and welfare” from the | cause an area may come under PSD 
effects of major air pollutants. At this rules for some pollutants but under a 
time, these pollutants include sulfur totally different set of rules for the oth- dioxide, particulates (microscopic car- ers. A case in point is Los Angeles, 
bon particles), lead, hydrocarbons, car- where PSD rules apply only for sulfur 
bon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, and dioxide. Nearly all of the country has 
ozone. The NAAQS are subdivided into low concentrations of at least one pollu- 
two categories, “primary” and “secon- tant. Thus, the PSD program applies to dary.” The former protect human health, 90% of the U.S. 
while the latter concern agriculture and Both business and environmentalists 
property. 

agree that the PSD program is overly The EPA determines NAAQS by con- complicated and should be simplified. 
sulting the available data on particular Energy companies find PSD rules espe- air pollutant effects. The Clean Air Act While national lobbies await the Clean cially troublesome in the West, where 
forbids the EPA from considering the Air Act vote, UW Madison’s heating they are hampering energy projects in- 
cost or feasibility of compliance in set- plants have drawn concern from local cluding oil shale development and coal 
ting pollutant standards. However, the environmental groups. conversion. 
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4 

A third section of the Clean Air Act diesel models may not meet. The Nation- _ Environmental issues have received a 
concerns nonattainment areas, the re- 21 Academy of Sciences agrees that the great deal of publicity over the last 
gions where NAAQS have not beenmet. carbon monoxide and oxide of nitrogen decade, and many polls indicate that the 
(This applies to nearly all U.S. cities.) Standards are too stringent. However, public’s support for the Clean Air Act is 
The regulations for these areas can be _ the particulate standard may be justi- 28 high as it was when the legislation 
illustrated by anexample.Imaginethat fied because particulates are suspected Was passed in 1970. One survey found 
Smokum Steel Company wishes tobuild carcinogens. that over 80% of Americans oppose 
a plant in an area where carbon monox- The remaining sections of the Clean Weakening the Clean Air Act. However, 
ide standards have not been met. Smo- Air Act deal with state cooperation with the Council on Environmental Quality 
kum would be required to make an NAAQS and national standards for pol- found that in 1980 only 27% were willing 
agreement with an existing company in _ lution sources (NSPS). NSPS is intend- to sacrifice economic growth for clean 
the area to offset Smokum’s new emis- ed to set the level of performance for 2ir, compared to 58% three years ago. 

sions by cutting its own. In this way, the pollution controls at particular facili- Americans seem to favor the idea of 
total level of carbon monoxide in the _ ties. Critics contend that the standards Clean air per se but become less enthu- 
area would be unaffected by the new favor older plants, thereby discourag- Silastic when the required sacrifices are 

plant. Smokum would also be required ing companies from constructing new associated with it. . 
to use the most effective pollution con- and more efficient facilities. It is no secret that industry is unhappy 
trols possible. As comprehensive as the Clean Air With large portions of the Clean Air Act, 
Many major cities are not expected to Act is, it does not deal with one major although no group advocates abolishing 

meet current NAAQS by the deadline environmental concern--acid rain. Acid it entirely. The Commerce Department 
date. Normally, nonattainment area ain results from sulfur dioxide and eports that industry spent $49.5 billion 
rules would call for mandatory federal oxides of nitrogen emissions, which tra- in 1979 to comply with clean air regula- 
sanctions in such a case, but Congress Vel long distances. These chemicals in- tions. This represents 38% of manufac- 
may change or abolish the deadlines. crease the acidity of precipitation and turers after-tax profits. Furthermore, 

Unlike other industries, the auto in- thereby damage lakes. Environmental lead times for building new plants have 

dustry has met pollution standards pre. 8T0UPS are clamoring for more control been doubled by pre-construction rules; 
viously believed unattainable. Neverthe- of sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen, and with today’s inflation and spiraling 

less, automakers are asking forarelaxa- Put industry says more research of the interest rates, time is indeed money. 
tion of carbon monoxide and oxides of Problem is needed. Since some types of Nevertheless, environmental groups 
nitrogen rules, which they contend de- coal have a high sulfur content, the issue justify the Clean Air Act by observing 
crease fuel efficiency and increase car involves a conflict between the health of that the quality of air has improved, 

prices. Another worry is the 1985 par- northern lakes and domestic energy though not dramatically. For instance, 
ticulate standard, which fuel-efficient development. sulfur dioxide concentrations have de- 
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Although the auto industry has successfully met pollution control standards, Detroit contends that present emission controls 

decrease fuel efficiency and increase car prices. 
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creased 20% since 1970. Business ex- entlysided withindustry. Atthetimeof near national parks and wilderness 
penditures for pollution control have this writing, the clearest indication of areas 
created jobs in the pollution control Reagan’s proposals is contained in a 3. loss of EPA authority to control 
industry and advanced emission control draft of legislation written by a group acid rain 
technology. Finally, environmentalists headed by the new EPA chief, Anne 4, elimination of pollution standard 
contend that air pollution is so perni- Gorsuch. The major changes presented deadlines in nonattainment areas 
cious that economic sacrifice is neces- are: 5. relaxation of oxides of nitrogen and 
sary -- one study attributes 53,000 deaths 1. elimination of secondary NAAQS carbon monoxide auto pollution stan- 
per year to fossil fuel combustion. standards dards 

The Reagan administration has appar- 2. elimination of all PSD areas, except 6. elimination of mandatory penalties 
for polluters who do not meet the stan- 
dards. 

Reactions to the proposals were mixed. 
Rep. Harvey Waxman, chairman of the 
committee holding hearings on the Clean 
Air Act, called the proposed changes “a 
blueprint for the destruction of our clean 
air laws.” A manufacturing industry 
representative expressed a different 
point of view, finding the proposals 
“right in line with the things we asked 
for.” Congressional support for the Rea- 
gan proposals is unclear at this time, but 
it is safe to say that Congress is now 
more sympathetic to industry than it 

was when the Act was passed in 1970. 
Final votes on the Clean Air Act may be 
delayed for a year as debate over the 
federal budget continues. 

. There is no doubt that changes to the 
ig gy Act could significantly lessen industry’s 

expenditures for pollution control, much 
of which is passed on to consumers. 

‘ Thus, a weakened Clean Air Act could 
: : financially benefit the consumer. What 

ow = the proposed changes could do to the 
- Ff environment is subject to dispute. Our 
ntl ~ bn current economic problems have pro- 

= By ge duced one of the most conservative fed- 
=| a a 9 eral environmental concerns. The old 

TT = a eit >, A philosophy was to side with environ- 
| F — lof mental groups when scientific evidence 

| " - hfs was ambiguous; today, industrial con- 
— ‘ “ i cerns seem to be favored in such cases. 

| ' . i This does not necessarily mean that 
d 4 z air quality will deteriorate to dangerous 

a levels. With sufficient research, it is 
Baa possible that technical solutions to the 

SR eae cee . — ssecwntcenenaneed pollution problem will be found which 
; : will make emissions control more eco- 

~ nomical and effective. For instance, the 
: ‘ =) development of three-way catalytic con- 

See verters revolutionized automative ex- 
‘ x ees haust control, reducing emissions to pre- 

a: BE viously “impossible” levels. It will take 
i : ee an effective combination of political and 
i he technical efforts to find acceptable solu- 

Bae a B, tions to the difficult problem of air pol- 
. a ‘ : . lution control. G 

oe Btls Re ene ea ae a " ae ea ee Environment, Fortune, Science News, 
. : . : Time and U.S. News and World Report 

Located on top of University Stores, this particle monitor (foreground) keeps a magazines were consulted in the pro- 
“nose” on coal dust emissions from the UW Heating Station. duction of this article. 
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s s . * B t | . ngineering Design in Biology: 
The Aortic Valve 
by Alan Reed 

Alan Reed has a deep interest in the 
design behind biology. In seeking to un- 
derstand this design at a deep level, he = nN 
went into chemistry. Now, to understand a 4s 
chemistry and biology at a fundamental ~ ‘A 
level, he is studying the relevant physics yf 
behind it. Presently he is a second year yi & ro =. 
graduate student in the Theoretical rs 
Chemistry Institute at Madison. if Ae aN 

ee NN 

What has the most sophisticated en- ;lhm.rrrt~—‘“‘“C i‘RN 
gineering design in the whole world? iT CU 
Your body and mine! The design of the vo hlrtsts—iOS 
human body is far from being fully ~~ I 
understood. Oftentimes, we only realize _ ON 
the complexity of our bodies when we ih Se oo — oF p 
are sick or injured. Our bodies have ese ae oe oe 
approximately 100 trillion cells which, 7 — em a ee rst 4 ; 
in some supremely amazing way, are © 7 ,4. ee ga 
able to work together for a common | : 4) ee 7 o* 
purpose and enable us to think, run, | 2: i/ : ye =, ~o., oe 4 
talk, play, ete. Each tiny cell is compli- -_ + i. = 
cated; its instructions are coded onto the | ed “dl a. P - a 
six feet of DNA strands in its nucleus. "| 7 _— OL 
The genetic code on our DNA would @@ 1 we P ' 
occupy one million pages if printed ina 7 ‘ Fat! a Ay , 
book. What a compact library is inside [fy al a” <i : a 
each cell! Each cell has its own power Wye 2 a hla Pe, 
plants, digestive system, factories for aii om Ya - 
making proteins, and a control system it Ge .. fo 
for regulating its thousands of chemical "i , ii 
activities and directing them according . . j I | x | aa 
to the needs of the body at each moment. . X ; wi, 
Specifically designed enzymes speed up ; al 4 < a 
chemical reactions much more effec- a a — a 
tively than man-made catalysts. The meee Ae 
activity and number of these enzymes is Sat > # 
constantly regulated in an intricate 9 Pt ae 
way. I do not mean to imply that humans an é 
are only complicated pieces of engineer- a ; > 
ing. We are not mere robots and have aS. 2 
aspects such as personality and a free i 
will that are beyond what is normally 
thought of as the physical realm. 

The architecture of the human body 
has many engineering aspects. Later in 

this article an engineering study of the 
human aortic valve will be described. a 
Engineers can make unique contribu- 
tions to medicine and biology by virtue Open heart surgery. Photo by Brent Nicastro. (Courtesy of Methodist Hospital.) 
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SINUSES OF VALSALVA dtheduetusarteri a 
and the ductus arteriosus. In this article 

RIGHT 7 PORTA I shall discuss one of Clark’s simpler top- 
CORONARY gee a ics: the role of the sinuses of valsalva in 
ARTERY SES 4 the efficient closure of the aortic valve. 

ANSE =f LEFT The aortic valve is located at the outlet 
i ey a 4 CORONARY of the left ventricle. The oxygenated 

ot en fH Ss \ ARTERY blood leaves the heart to go through the 
Ae (pes = aorta and then to the whole body. The 
ws x . % aortic valve serves to prevent reverse 
a as ; J) S i flow back into the heart from the aorta. 
ae Si. Neary “agit Aa Tae b>) Reverse flow would decrease the output 
V7 \ Ly z le ey “ONY f and increase the work load on the heart. 

VALVE DEV LOU, e y NF sy All the valves in the circulatory system 
aA | ee i ns A ay act as passive controls. They are not con- 

CUSPS Riss Oe: Be HA eT Peas trolled by muscles but by the forces that 
x eee Nuch i SY ‘ exist in the flowing blood itself. Heart 
- peas pn Fe TR NS valves have various designs, and my 

i aS ca ANE a remarks will apply only to the aortic 
aS aa) WY valve. 

VENTRICULAR FY ey Wh \\ \ A How would you design the valve? The 
SON] See NR NNN simplest design would be to put flaps 

WALL If < = al ss Ag inside the vessel that are pushed open by 
*Qy a ras 1. ge» flow in one direction, and pushed shut 

OY Bae ANE By by flow in the other direction. Since the 
Nee = valve would not close until a certain 

amount of blood had flowed back into 
MITRAL VALVE CUSP the heart, this would not be a very effi- 

«Bi . . ; cient valve. The ideal valve would close An Artist's Sketch of the Aortic Opening. The Artery is Cut and without lettitig any blood flow in the 

Spread Out so as to Show the Three Aortic Valve Cusps and the reverse direction. This could be done by 

Sinuses of Valsalva Directly Behind Them. having an active control device such asa 
group of muscles closing at the proper 
time during the heart’s cycle. However, 
if these muscles were not in perfect syn- 

chrony with the heart beat, eventually 
of their methods, training, and perspec- The most astounding example Clark they would start closing at the wrong 
tive, which are different from those of presents is the process by which the time and work against the heart by 
scientists. And, as engineers look at right and left pumps of the heart are adding a drag to the heart flow. The 
biology, they not only benefit biology but automatically converted from a parallel danger of this happening would be great- 
also their own field. In this modern to a series pumping arrangement at est when the valve is needed the most: 
world, there is a big demand for engi- birth. This feat is accomplished by the when the heart output needs to be sud- 
neers to keep designing machines and change in the blood flow pattern and denly increased. 
instruments so that they work more oxygen content as the umbilical cord is Thus, in many ways, it would be bet- 
efficiently. So, engineers may benefit severed and the baby starts breathing. ter to have a passive control system, 
from and be inspired by studying how These events at birth automatically set directly controlled by the blood flow. 
various design problems were solved in off the closure of two passageways that The valves must start closing as the 
nature. Such a discipline is called Bio- close only once during one’s life; a valve blood flow slows down and before the 
nics. For example, Velcro fasteners flap over the foramen ovale in the heart flow reverses. How can this be done? 
were developed by an engineer who ‘citeninemeeees 
noticed the design of certain plant seeds ons tll Pa Deca i 
that stuck to himas he hiked in the Alps. rN a ae a i. i Ly oe 

One system of the body that has been | oe a heen 
studied by engineers is the fluid me- a oe es, ’ “HERS . ——— rl 
chanics of the circulatory system. Stud- a oe Th 2, 1 Ik q a a 
ies of six aspects of this system aredis- sf 7° 1 Vex. 1) JiAey og ss 
cussed in a monograph by Professor § a =—=—( ie H | ee i, t —L- 
M. E. Clark of the University of Illinois © oe HY An BD —_— 
at Urbana-Champaign. It is entitled, \ A | La ee | F Pas = a 
“Our Amazing Circulatory System .. . eo ten | | a 
By Chance or Creation?” He argues that, ig a Ba Le | a] 
“when the designs are infinitely com- 7 = ===" —_— | | Ak Rh Ma! _ 
plex, marvelous in their capabilities, i Se qo [i ft) toe || é; = 
and optimized in all knowable ways, — rSCF ead, i — |, 1 
there is a further necessity to say, ‘such Fi | ee les! pai ine (is. ) | 
design requires a divine designer.” Of *y re ens Gg 
course, each person may draw their own Moe SN a ee PAM PP OS on 

conclusion, but there is no question that he thisomodern world. theveis we i . . » doetamn? sateen . ‘ - ‘ g demand for engineers to keep designing 
the design is amazingly complex. machines and instruments so that they work more efficiently. 
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One way is to have out-pouchings behind 
the flaps of the valve that allow a vortex 
flow to be set up that will push the flaps 

shut as the flow decelerates. This is, in 
general terms, how the aortic valve 

works. A more detailed description ASCENDING AORTA 
follows. oe 

The human aortic valve is composed f ‘) —_ y 
of three valve cusps that are flaps (0.15 i F - 

mm thick) which close together to stop VA ff | 
reverse flow. Behind each of these cusps y ff f 
: : fi SK Y yy 
is a sinus, an out-pouching or bulge in SE By 
the blood vessel. These are called the SE A] SINUS LE 
sinuses of valsalva. In 1740, Valsalva hy {] RIDGE is 

noticed the uniform presence of these 4 
sinuses in a variety of birds and mam- | STAGNATION 
mals. Until recently, the valve was POINT 

thought to close by the reverse flow of \ Li SINUS OF U 
the blood. \ VALSALVA \ g 

A study of the human aortic valve was d VALVE CUSP. \ A 
made at the Engineering Department of SS y 

Oxford. The results were published in LEFT y 
Bellhouse and Bellhouse, Nature, 217, p. oo VENTRICAL Or 
86 (1968) and Bellhouse and Talbot, J. 

Fluid Mechanics, 35, p. 721 (1969). Bell- : | 
house and Talbot constructed a model of Vortical Flow Pattern in 4 Flow Pattern During Aortic 
the valve with and without the sinuses the Sinus of Valsalva at . Valve Closure 
and measured the efficiencies of both. Full Valve Opening . 
The efficiency was defined as the net , 
forward flow per pulse multiplied by 
100% and divided by the peak forward 
flow per pulse. The valve with the 
sinuses was more than 98% efficient and 
closed smoothly and evenly. An identi- 
cal valve without the sinuses was only 
75% efficient and was closed suddenly The vorticies derive theirenergy from verse flow would have to take place in 
and unevenly by reverse flow. the forward flowing stream. After peak order to supply the needed blood vol- 

The articles by Bellhouse and Talbot systole, which is the instant of maxi- ume. Since the valve does have sinuses, a 
present a mathematical description of mum flow, the motion of the vorticies in pattern of blood flow into and out of the 
the fluid mechanics of the valve and the sinus does not decay as fast as does _ sinuses is established as soon as blood 
compare it toexperimental results. Two the main aortic. Thus, there is a phase starts flowing through the valve. The 
essential events must take place for difference between the mainstreamand blood volume behind the cusps can be 
valve closure. First, the pressure must the vorticies. The persisting vorticies changed merely by altering the relative 
become greater on the sinus side of the _ provide the pressure to start closing the amounts of flow into and out of the sin- 
cusps as the aortic flow decreases. Sec- valve as the flow decelerates. A mathe- uses, without reversing the main aortic 
ond, the blood volume needed for valve matical analysis shows that when the flow. As the model valve shows, the 
closure must be brought to the region flow acceleration changes sign (i.e., valve can be closed almost all of the way 
between the sinuses and the cusps. An starts to decelerate), the pressure gra- shut by the influence of the flow pat- 
article by Talbot and Berger in Ameri- dient sign changes also. Thus, there isa terns in the sinus. Only a tiny amount of 
can Scientist, 62, p.671(1974), describes large pressure downstream near the reverse flow is needed to fully close the 
how the vortex in the sinus helps to flap tip. The vortex motion can pick up __ valve. 
bring about these events needed for thislarger pressure and carry it into the Thus, the sinuses of valsalva are very 
valve closure. The following discussion region behind the flap, helping to close important and are designed to set up a 
is based on all four references cited in the valve. This excess pressure is very vortex that will close the valve effi- 
this article. small, being only 1-2mmofmercury.In _ ciently with only about two percent flow 
When the valve opens, an inflow- the model aortic valve that was made, reversal. The subtle mechanism of the 

outflow vortical motion is established high energy vorticies could be seen valve should stir one to ask who de- 
behind the cusps in the space provided trapped between the sinuses and the _ signed it: Chance or a Divine Designer? 
by the sinuses of valsalva. The blood that cusps. The peak velocity in the sinuses This is but one small example of effi- 
enters the sinus undergoes a few vorti- occurred after peak systole and the vor- cient engineering design in biology. Bio- 
cal motions and then returns tothe main tex persisted through the valve closure logical designs are not only a source of 
aortic flow, as shown in the figure. A period. fascination but also one of potential 
dynamic relationship is set up between It remains to be explained how the inspiration. Look around at nature and 
the pressures on the opposite sidesofthe blood needed for valve closure is you will see more splendid examples of 
cusp because of the presence of the brought to the region behind the valve design. May you appreciate it and bene- 
vortex. cusps. If the valve had no sinuses, re- fit from it. 0 
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Logic, the A d Railroad Major ogic, the Army, and Railroad Majors 
i a 

by Don Leick 

Don Leick is a senior in Industrial have its own university. The fledgling ology, hygiene, English language and 
Engineering. He hopes to make a career University of Wisconsin struggled just literature, or two of the modern lan- 
of technical writing. This article was tostay alive. There was noinstructionin guages.”! But the Regents’ aspirations 
motivated by a strong sense of curiosity engineering—indeed there was little in- were ahead of their resources. Because 
and a general interest in history. struction of any kind. The “university” of financial problems no engineering 

consisted of one or two rented buildings department was formed until 1869. 
Have you ever met a railroad engi- in whichseveral professors lectured toa The engineering department finally 

neering major? You could have—a hun- handful of Dane County residents. formed in 1869 was not the Department 
dred years ago. Of course, engineering Yet aspirations for the new university of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, 
and engineering education have were high. The university was to be of but rather the Department of Engineer- 
changed a lot since then. The story of practical benefit to all the residents of ing and Military Tactics. It was an 
those changes here at the University of the state; engineering was to beaprom- 1860's version of the ROTC. All male 

Wisconsin is fascinating. I'dliketotrace inent part of the University. students were required to be part of this 
that story by focusing on the changes in In 1858, the Board of Regents or- Army reserve. Each term there was a 

the engineering curricula. To start, we dained that “the subject of study in the course in Army regulations, military 
need to go back to the time of the found- School of Civil and Mechanical Engi- law and court martial, cavalry and in- 
ing of the university. neering shall be: mathematics, practi- fantry tactics, Ordinance and gunnery, 

In 1849, Wisconsin, the proud new calengineering, architecture, drawing, or civil and military engineering. It 

thirtieth state, declared that it should natural history, general physics, physi- might not have been a “good way to help 

RR CNY Re Ar Fy Ff a ai SRE EN SIO ALC NR  ! 
eo OSM WOR Sak QR So RAMON omeeeatirs "cme, Pe Gas BS OT G7 dae TR ah ah Sa Se Re as «tae 

ey ee be Pease of OS or? a a. 
hg ee oe ORR Al Way di oe Br she Te NP oe ee) PA Se EX — Bins Oe fi iy cee Se 3 op eee NO a, 

BPRS A oe LL oS Na eae, Pe Bee 
NES Ny rk Ae . eRe CR Eg Gs hae! So RN eo UB Fk ‘ a (ae ale 

ON ee ee ey 

pe ee Shenae Ne Be: 
Oo pt EIN ea Mp en NFU TO ee 

“SY ase AN Ce tee T dpi. Vi Sues i He a ge a oe 
. Sat WN ee eRe Te Wid j Vis fA ia... | a 

a NS NOP 1 oe ee a) VT ee eee a 
am f |) BR ea ae oe we oN ONR Gm L es mi ae appre an. OT 

— he 1 mii te ae etre L yer oO eo Yee au aes eee a ee 
a co Age eal a ee. eo 
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ff. yw) ae is cll lOc, ae yarn to eat - “ 7. YY, | ; 
Me he ee FT . : as Ve gol |. errr 

- - -_— : * ae ee » — 4 po te 7 te ee ee ae 

AE Eo ae , a Li. |) = Tl 
Jig Se Oe ew nee | lU|l|CCU 
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The Engineering Campus has experienced more than curricula changes through its years, as exhibited by this picture of the old 
Chemical Engineering Building. 
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The Mechanical Engineering Building before the invention of ‘No Parking’ signs. 

mankind”, but it was a good way to get These budding engineering programs Years and then chose between courses in 

the engineering program started. were part of the College of Arts. The agriculture, commerce, and engineer- 

Under the direction of U.S. Army University was divided into three col- ing. 
Colonel W. R. Pease, the engineering Jeges during the 1870's and 1880's: the The College of Arts was the practical 
program did grow. Studies in civil en- Colleges of Law, Letters, and Arts. The division of the university. Still, the 
gineering were offered in 1872. Pro- domain of the College of Arts was the courses of the 1870’s engineering major 
grams In mining and metallurgical en- sciences and the application of the look much like the courses of today’s 
gineering and mechanical engineering sciences. All College of Arts students English major. Literature, history, and 
followed several years later. took the same courses in their first two languages were given equal time with 
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A photo of the Girls Mechanics Class from the days when “men were men” and women were engineers. 
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¥ - a. 
; iM - ce ee - 

se mS “ e re. S| i — a ag Engineering became separate depart- Ka 5 oa A. 3 mae re. oe to, is tle i ments in ’59 and ’69 respectively. The 
meee , fi DY, 7 a il a7, je yy OY field of nuclear engineering spawned a 

i 7 ae ig new department in 1963. New names 
. he fa \ also reflected new emphases. The De- 

f iB f , | wae. = =partment of Civil Engineering was leteicame ce ; a a faa changed to Civil and Environmental 
pers sesneonmrons 1 Pen , ae ei /= Engineering, and the Department of 

: v | ; eet = Electrical Engineering was renamed : 4 4 i. , . foes Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
eA | See gees a a That’s part of the story of the UW Col- 
See | ; y’ | | A 9 i Pos lege of Engineering as told by its cur- 
eee ae FO i |! en a8 bees. a ee ee not over. The spe- 
Oe i a cial relationship between the military 
Be ee real ——— Lege and engineering ended long ago, rail- 
SS Ey GIG RE Co Meee. memory, and languages in the engineer- 

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the new Engineering Building (1948). ing curriculum are a thing of the past. 
These features are strange to us. And 

math, science, and engineering. Even This was an important point in the the future will bring things stranger 
some of the engineering courses do not history of the College of Engineering. still. So recognize your place in his- 
seem much like engineering courses, for Engineering became a four year pro-  tory—and be glad you don’t have to take 
example: astronomy, logic, and “mental gram. The curriculums were upgraded military law. 0 
philosophy”. Moreover, some of the im- and a pattern established; engineering 
portant and practical courses of theday fundamentals were emphasized in the 
now appear archaic—steam engineer- early yearsand application ofthosefun- 'As quoted from Prof. Thomas J. Hig- 
ing and railroad engineering were damentals stressed in the latter years. gins A Resourceful College of Engineer- 

essentials. Lab work was scattered throughout. ing, Madison: UW Press, 1975 _ 
In 1889, the College of Mechanics and The first course in electricalengineer- *University Catalogue (any pre-1920’s 

Engineering was established. Now en- ing was offered in 1889. The novel fields _ issue) 
gineering had greater autonomy, yet it of electrical and electrochemical engi- 
had something even more important— neering developed rapidly in the 1890's. 
more money. An electronics lab anda The Department of Chemical Engineer- 
superb machine shop were set up, and _ ing was established in 1905. for ae = gee ee we 
new faculty were added. By the turn of the century, the course £? Po ha ana 

listings in the university catalogue were a ae ‘ 
surprisingly similar to those of today’s agai same a 5 

WE WANT YOU timetable. Of course, similar titles don’t “24 jap iam ae me 
necessarily mean Simifar, canta ae ira oe 

aN cot s3 derstanding has increased greatly, an . a. am ae 2 
XY ty ; thus course contents have changed con- ta o se ee ee ite 

PA le) Asp siderably. Still, UW engineers of that # Stag = Pw 
| lon era had a particular set of course re-  , 2 \je@ PRS es a0 

« SS 4p — quirements which trouble few engi- os pos Moe “ e : 
p 2 ae neers today—it was required, until the “Sa >, =e: ee 

1920’s, to have “sufficient foreign lan- “"““"™ — ee 

it guages to enable graduates to read the Pig pjews of the Engineering Building 
27 ie prategsionnl German and French litera- before the renovations existing today. 

tr], ure.”? 

s) The first half of the 20th century wasa 

Be | am time of steady growth. By 1950, two 
, . developments were obvious. First, de- 

On The engineer Staff partments were broadening in scope 
= and increasing their specialization to 

°Get Credit encompass booming technology. The e 

°Get Experience second development was more subtle— 4 
°Get Involved one might even call it a philosophical % a be 

development. Engineering no longer ey inl Ne acaiameacre 
We have openings for the ‘81—’82 viewed itself asthe artof making things. sj ba oo 2 Coes (oo 
school year in writing, layout, Rather it had come to view itself as the i a Rac saci 
circulation and advertising. application of science. The engineering seeps : 

curriculums had shifted their basefrom | 
Call 262-3494 or 262-2472 or engineering practice or fundamentals - eee : 

: : 5 to science. 5 ~ 
sign up in 460 Mechanical The last thirty years have been a time 
Engineering of even more growth and specialization. 

Engineering Mechanics and Industrial 
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The Role of Professional Societi onal societies 
by Noel P. Lindsay — ae a 

and Dirk A. Rodgers HAG | | | 

ih | i? 
a gh te i 

Noel P, Lindsay and Dirk A. Rodgers i} fai) 
are seniors in Electrical and Computer : | ed | 

Engineering. Noel is the Chairman of the ee ad | — 5 | aaa i 

Student Branch of IEEE and Dirk is the a a... a ee RS i 
Secretary of this organization. = i 4 gf - oF ol geene 3 i 

Picture this scenario: It’s your first | i , a * . ‘ayer w “ all t o 

year at your first job after graduating A a ee - Me Te \ 7 la r 

from the college of engineering. You “I : t- ‘ yw © adh « - VED ag | a. - 

have recently begun to feel like you *~ © ‘ bee r a, a 1, 8 i \ a 

understand exactly what your depart- ~<a . i ait 0 - 

ment is doing, and you are beginning to / “qt R , _ 

get tired of working on such a limited Ss * ll it Ne 5 ~ 

aspect of that job. You feel as if you are Professor Boyle addressing a recent meeting of the student chapter of the American 

now ready to take on more responsibil- Society of Civil Engineers. 

ity. Fortunately your annual perfor- 
mance review is scheduled for next As part of one of these programs, _ be judged on the basis of marketability, 

week, and you are hoping for a promo- _ industry professionals speak at the stu- profitability, and the quality of the ‘sales’ 

tion. Suddenly your supervisor tells you dent meetings on technical topics. In presentation. 

that he has to go out of town unexpect- addition to the valuable technical in- IEEE is only one of the many profes- 

edly and asks you to take his placeatthe formation, members also have an oppor- sional engineering societies. Each of 

monthly board meeting. Among other _ tunity to interact with practicing engi- these societies has its own methods of 

things, he tells you that it is vital that neers in a relaxed atmosphere. This accomplishing the same basic goal - to 

more money be allocated to the project program also includes a series of plant help their members begin their profes- 

that you are presently involved with. tours which gives students direct expo- sional development. 

Realizing that your performance at this sure to a variety of industries. While many engineers would have 

meeting will probably be the decisive IEEEF’s summer job placement ser- difficulty with the decision in the above 

factor in your promotion, you now must __ vice was started this year to provide its scenario, a professional would not hesi- 

decide whether or not to gamble your members with a opportunity to gain tate to take the opportunity to show 

possible advancement on your ability to invaluable summer engineering expe- what he can do. Maybe you should begin 

perform effectively at this meeting. rience. Over a thousand electrical engi- now to prepare yourself for this kind of 

Your performance in a situation like neering positions are now available to situation. Become a professional — join 

this would depend not only onyourtech- IEEE members for next summer. The a professional society now. 0 

nical competence, but also on your level students participating in this program 

of professional development. Unfortu- will receive a computer listing of the 

nately, many engineering students ig- positions which correspond to their 

nore the second of these essential char- _ interests. 

acteristics until it is forced upon them Another program consists of solicit- 

by their first employer. Other students ing donations of equipment from indus- 

begin their professional growth before _ try for the student electronic shop and 

they even graduate. promoting its use. Students using the 

Many people in industry feel that one shop have the opportunity to go beyond 

of the best ways to begin professional designing a mere schematic diagram of 

development isto become anactivemem- a piece of equipment by actually build- 

ber of a professional society asastudent, ing it and making it work. 

rather than waiting until after you To help the students gain a better 

graduate. For example, the student perspective of their profession, IEEE 

branch of the Institute of Electrical and sponsors a number of design contests. 

Electronics Engineers(IEEE)hasmany One of these contests is intended to high- 

programs designed to increase the pro- light the same economic concerns that 

fessional awareness of its members. industry must consider. The entries will . : 
The symbol of IEER. 
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“DuPont has been very goo t very good 
for me.| have freedom and 

ibili d vv responsibility-and rewards. — 

Julius Cradnisheck PhD, Chemical Engineering 

é 4 a “After | got my PhD from Cal 
4 ‘ __ Tech, I received several attractive 
ie ’ —— job offers, but | chose DuPont. It’s F 1 ee ... a big company, and | felt it offered 

te ae = =—Sté‘<‘é™sSC=CO*P*@Y tc’ build a rewarding career. a : — —— I was right. 
/ 4 Fo — “| started with the company as a 

wa f : _ research engineer in a technical 
é ‘4 : i. assignment and then was trans- 

ee, ; ‘ Zz Ji ferred to a new business devel- 
aA a te 7 4 opment group as a marketing 
4 : a bd eo) . ‘ ~' —s specialist. Now I'm a Research 
* Cli yf  ,. m™ Supervisor responsible for develop- 

\ | , ae ing a new product line for energy 
\. ._ 2". amc ( (ité‘ conservation. I'm in charge of the 
A : /* 7 fs : : , | whole project—engineering, re- 

; SN i a : iis search, marketing, manufacturing, 
Ne: ye : _ economic evaluation—the works. 

4 NT ._ << | E “If you're a PhD at DuPont, you 
© . — =. y can stay in research or move into , % bi : > y : other areas. You can influence your 
* oo ee a = "—_§ fa career path” 

" o. . “a If you want to make the most of 
Mag iS ,  —-_——h—lc( i rf your abilities as a PhD in engineer- 

be ne ‘r= ie... * ing and enjoy doing it, see our rep- 
a. | 44°. 4 resentative when he’s on campus. Or 
,ar” — = write for your free booklet, “The 

é 2g Fe 4 / a PhD in Science and Engineering at 
 - & a2 7es AX DuPont’ DuPont Company, fe wm ald. \ X Rm. 37972A, Wilmington, DE 19898. > . . 2 

“san \ > a At DuPont... there’s a y ah se .lUc.DhUhmw!.Ww.C~m SC SS world of things you can a 7 f 7 —_— | eg _. ”* do something about. 

“ . cl oy 

Be go > , 7 

il ’ An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F



cet ae ‘ 
eee ee: 
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a Ee f 4] i For years you've been Texas Instruments is interested in graduates 
Oo 234] Proving to your professors from the following specialties: 

‘ pe ay st how good yoularey Electronics Engineering 
‘* Bl Now it’s time to prove it to 5 ee 
oan f © Electrical Engineering 

ee, yourself. : i 
% r 1 With a higher chal- © Mechanical Engineering 

o i ‘- © Computer Science (Software/Hardware) 
= (aa) lenge. With Texas 3 Ste gt 

we ‘ao 3 . Industrial Engineering 
Instruments. © Materials Sci jaterials Science 

Prove yourself where innovation’s the rule, * Solid-State Physics 

not the exception. ¢ Engineering Physics 

_ Asa matter of corporate policy, TI has Prove yourself where you have the freedom to * Engineering Science 
built-in budgets for new, innovative ideas. If grow. ° Metallurgy 

you have a revolutionary concept that . 3 Beene THis URE ¢ Metallurgical Engineering 

deserves to be put to the test, the money’s ——- dimuecmmeae * Chemical Engineering 
thane: —_ “bet, compares inone, you ¢ Chemistry 

That's just part of the TI challenge. et! ave He ODBPE MENS te * Mathematics 
. Pi" move laterally from one © Plastics Engineering 

Prove yourself in the world’s “hot” ‘i Z specialty to another as well . weFE nes Ty 
technologi PS : ¢ Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
fechnologies. > NS Oy as move up. Without * Geology/Geophysics 

No technology is hotter, or more fantastic, = ee « changing jobs. 
than microelectronics. And no company is hot- TI's advanced system 
ter in it than TL for lateral career mobility lets you move up ” 

Example: The TI 59 handheld calculator faster. Because the freedom to move sideways Campus Interviews 

has more than twice the primary memory is the best way to compare technologies and TI Consu: 
ore th ne ves “ Consumer Products ion Systems 

capacity of the three-ton computers of the define career goals early on. Group. From Teena tion Susie 
1950s. The frequently published TI Job calculators to home the-art Gomputse 

And look at these credentials. TI is: Opportunity Bulletin lists openings at all TI ener Searle peters an servicio 
® The world’s leading supplier of facilities and gives TI people first crack at wee Tondo 

semiconductors. them. TI Finance and Account- _T] Materials and 

* The inventor of the Prove yourself where it counts. ae soe, oe ilectrical Products 
. ees sion, ate staff or Group. A world leader 

. nee eet TI has been acclaimed as one of America’s multinational in engineered materials 
icra ewes of the best-managed companies because we've TI Digital Systems osemms and industrial 

a cessor. i ‘ ae . A leader in get controls, 
é : PrOS pede 5 stayed young and vital while growing big tngthe ¢ oMputee - x Foal Servi 

The inventor of the i i P Geophysical Service 
Faleroeamiputs One major reason for our high energy is closer to the prob- Group. A world leader 

r © Thei pul er i our move-up environment. New people don't ee in the search for oil 

: N han delice “ he get buried at the bottom of a pecking order. So conn logie and TI Semiconductor 
\ electronic on mwas if you get a good idea your “me . Group. Semiconductor 

a calculator. MN Firse week on the job, it TLE quipencat Grcip. components, materials 

* The inventor of the LCD digital watch. : Scots ty eee race eecat cand technology 
3 gets heard. And you get TIC Resea 

* ‘The designer and producer of the most com- po ewarded. " Missile and Ordnance Dosa 
plex MOS chip. 4 : " TI Facilities Planning Engineering, Pioneer: : , | ! lities Play > g. Pioneer 

© The inventor of single-chip solid-state voice ALTL you get every and Engineering. ing the technologies 
synthesis: ee chance to show what you Responsible for required by present 
synthesis. | / ae can do. And prové what facilities necessary for and future business 

© The largest producer of microelectronic ig you deserve manufacturing and opportunities. 
memory products ; “serve. testing TI products. 

© The world leader in Very Large Scale Prove yourself in an international company. One or more of these groups may be inter- 
Integration. . TI has hometowns in 19 countries on six viewing on your campus. Check with the 

° aoe ey supplier of airborne radars to continents, Yew find manufacturing in Placement Office for interview dates. 
e U.S. defense program. Singapore. Dallas. Tokyo. Nice. Buenos Aires. Ors lata sheet Jeorge Ber 2 

© The leading developer and producer of ‘And many other cities around the globe. ‘pied data shee! tn: Geonie Berryman 
infrared and laser systems. Tl has hometowns to match your lifestyle. Po.BGooedTa” A 

¢ The world’s foremost geophysical survey No matter where you call home. From New % sen FF 
: ” Rath f Corporate Staffing 
company. England to Texas to California e : M.S. 67, Dept. GJ4 

Dallas, Texas 75265 

INCORPORATED 

An equal opportunity employer M/F



Design and test a part 3000 different ways, 
Before you make it once, 

ttr ttt, 

cia Lo PAID 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Permit No. 658 TT cc 

Oe oo IT re y 

oS sneer ee ee ee eee eee ee a8 \\ H Wi 

se oS ——— ae Sea dlN\ E g if 

. VA Tre 1) Hi) F 

mii: | eee Tee | 
| ip epee 7 EO a b Me 

| | Ca pe ae ee a 
eS =a Ye/ molt ap pag NS ANG (a | 

There’s a revolution [Pe pese-aye me | Vaeeday in some industries by 
going on in design a 2 Eg @s Suet af ten er and manufacturing. pe f2| glee 8 twenty fold. 

The revolution = pe Aad Pi ig General Electric is to- 
is CAD/CAM (computer- [Bz = Cee tally committed to CAD/ 
aided design and computer. tae ea | ee CAM. Committed to using 
aided manufacturing). Le | pee =. | CAD/CAM actoss the board to 

Virtually unknown ten 1 j ae #= = | help our engineers in our facto- 
years ago, CAD/CAM is i Serer ‘fe”| ‘ties. And committed to design- 
changing every aspect of ae oy ing and building better and 
design and manufacturing, But ae f| better systems. 
many people still think of it simply as a way a | Bessie? CAD/CAM is just one of the 
designer can design a part on a computer screen, ee areas GE is pioneering, We're con- 

CAD/CAM goes far beyond that. i | stantly investigating new technolo- 
The engineer can model the part on the = gies, new materials, and innovative 

computer in three dimensions. In color, Even put applications for existing technologies — in such 
two or three parts together on the screen. Then, areas as energy sources, microelectronics, aerospace 
use a computer to analyze the design. And produce a systems. 
finished engineering drawing at the press of a button. This all takes talent. Engineering talent. 

Instead of trying one or two design solutions, an — —— 
engineer can use the computer to try 3,000 or 4,000, | If you’d like to know more about engineering op- 

But there’s more, portunities at GE, check oe Placement Office or 
The engineer can calculate on the screen the tool _| Write to: Engineering, Building 36-504, Schenectady, 

path maieitta machine the part. Then produce the | NY 12345. 
pee eel data tape. Or cecal) transfer 
the data directly to the machine to produce the part. 

What nee took weeks can new done incu GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 
That’s why CAD/CAM is increasing productivity An Equal Opportunity Employer
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